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BEATING THE BOUNDS  

A walk round our parish boundary makes an interesting and  
enjoyable day's outing. Project Purley can supply a leaflet  
describing the route, stage by stage, starting and finishing at St.  
Mary's Church, Purley. So if you would like to have a go, over  
the whole distance (about 6Yz miles) or part of it, apply for a copy  
to James Heslop (Tel. 9842982). For those who would prefer to  
have a guide, we are arranging two guided walks, on 1 st and 2nd  
July. These will start at St. Mary's Church at 11.30 and include a  
break for lunch (bring your own) by the Water Mill at Sulham  
Home Farm. If you would like to join one of these walks contact  
James Heslop at least a week beforehand.  



A CELEBRATION OF THE HISTORY OF OUR PARISH  
FOR THE MILL ENNIUM  

 The first three of the series of lectures have taken place.  These have been  
extremely good and reports of each are shown elsewhere in this newsletter.  

On I 7h June there will be the lecture given by 
Jean Debney entitled "Purley  
Through the Ages", presented in The Barn 
at 8.00 pm.  

The Exhibition on the History of Purley commences Saturday 17th June and  
continues until Thursday 22nd June. We shall need Stewards in The Barn during  
opening times which are as follows:  
 Saturday 17th June  10.00 am - 5.30 pm  
 Sunday 18th - Thursday 22nd June  2.00 pm - 8.00 pm  
There will be two stewards in attendance at all times on duty for two hours at a  
time. We shall be seeking volunteers for this in the near future.  

The Court Baron will be held on Saturday 24th June in The Barn at 8.00 pm and all  
arrangements are well in hand. We hope all members will support this event  
which promises to be a good evenings entertainment.  

Details of the Beating of the Bounds event appears elsewhere in this Newsletter.  

The Barbecue will be held on 21 st July at The Mimosas, home of Rita and Ron  
Denman. This is always an enjoyable evening and we always have good weather!!  
Further details later.  

There will be an open meeting of Project Purley in the Parish Room on 15th  
September at 8.00 pm. The object is to arrange for some research to be done  
concerning Purley Parish Archives. This will be an ongoing project over the  
winter months. An advertisement to this effect will appear in the next Parish  
Magazine.  

Editor  

NB. Have you paid your subscription? Tom Hine, our Treasurer, will be pleased  
to receive £4.00 from those who have yet to pay.  

Editor  



 
REVIEW OF MILLENNIUM LECTURES  

The Cottages of PUliey  

The first of the Project Purley Millennium Lectures, by Rita Denman, was held on Saturda  
22nd January. Rita set the scene by showing us old maps of Purley, of particula  
importance being the Moss survey of 1786 that shows the cottages, tenants and properr  
belonging to the Manor of Purley Magna. Then we were taken on a walk around Purle  
by means of early photographs. This included a photograph of the Oxford Road, narrow ani  
heavily wooded, the old Smithy that stood on the comer of Long Lane and the Oxfon  
Road and a lovely rural scene of the village pond into which farm carts were driven 0  

Saturday afternoons to be cleaned. Also shown were early photographs of the cottages  
many of which included the tenants that Rita has identified.  

Rita then gave an account of the history of specific cottages. Here is a selection of th  
points that she made. (I have asterisked the cottages that have not survived).  

Yew Tree Cottage, Oxford Road: Thought to be built in 1786. In 1840 William Pocock,  
carpenter and wheelwright lived here and it is likely that he built the adjoining workshop.  

Lichfield Cottage, Oxford Road: Where the first Purley post office was set up.  

Well Cottages*, Oxford Road: A pair of tiled-roofed one-up and one-down dwellings wit  
lean-to kitchens that stood where the entrance to Nursery Gardens is now. In the 1920'1  
there was a well with a decaying lid and wobbly windlass in front of the cottages: their on]  
. supply of water.  

Purtey Lodge Cottage, Purley Village: An early resident was Mr Leath, the gardener (  
Miss Ella Baker who moved into Purley Lodge in 1896. The cottage had by then on]  
recently been built and consisted of two rooms up and two down with a central fireplace.  

Jasmine Cottages, Purley Village. Probably built in the mid 17th century. Stories <  
headless horseman and tunnels are associated with it which is not surprising as it was i  
existence during the period of the civil wars. These stories were fuelled by the discovery (  
a musket and sword buried in the garden. To the annoyance of the Leaths who lived nei  
door in Purely Lodge Cottage, a past resident of Jasmine Cottage used to parade down th  
garden to the privvy each morning with a chamber pot balanced on her head!  

Old Cottage* , PurIey Village. Stood where The Mimosas, the home of Rita and Ro  
Denman, now stands. Rita has an old postcard that shows the pretty thatched cottage.  

The Cottage, Purley Village. Difficult to date, now evident that much of the timbers an  
bricks were re-used from earlier buildings. Was a tied cottage to Westbury Farm and whe:  
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Westbury Farm was sold by the Hardwick Estate, there was a very real danger that the  
cottage may be demolished for redevelopment. Instead the present owners who purchased  
the cottage have lovingly restored it and preserved the external appearance of two cottages  
by keeping a false second front door. Rita tells of a former tenant of one of the cottages  
which stood where Wisteria and Cherrymill are now, who in his old age frequently used to  
sit on his doorstep crying and saying that he didn't want to die. His wife, when asked what  
was wrong, replied "No, of course he doesn't want to die. He's frightened to meet his  
Maker"!  
 
Ivy Cottage, Purley Village. Known as  
"the old house" but no record yet found as  
to when it was built. Occupants can be  
identified as far back as 1731. Originally  
built as a small farmhouse and later divided  
into two dwellings. The present owners  
have returned it to a single dwelling and  
have continued the restoration and  
enhancement of this beautiful cottage.  

Hemington, Purley Village. History can  
be traced back to 1733. Around 1800 the  
cottage was divided into two and a small  
free school was established in one  
half of the cottage.  

 

 

  
Ivy CoHage prior to Renovation  

In 1875 the new school was opened next to the cottage and the school mistress occupied  
one half of the cottage. The cottage was eventually made into a single dwelling by Phyl  
and Fred Rawlins who named it Hemington after the village in Somerset where Fred was  
born. The present owners have continued to enhance the cottage and reinstate many ofthe  
original features.  

Lower Farm Cottages*, Purley Village. These were situated where Star Gable and Let  
Gable now stand. Earliest reference is to widow Haines who paid ten shillings a year rent.  
By 1841 a pair of brick and tile cottages had been built on the site. Rita recalled Mrs  
Shepherd and her dressmaker daughter Ellen who lived in one of the cottages in the early  
part of the 20th century. Ellen supplied her mother, who had very little hair, with caps  
edged with lace and a small velvet bow on top. These cottages were demolished in 1973.  

Thanks to Rita, as we walk past the surviving cottages, we can recall many of the past  
residents of Purley and remember the cottages that have gone and only live on in old  
photographs and references in dusty legal documents.  
 
Ben 
Viljoen  
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The History of 81. Mary's Church, Purtey  

 

 

 
On Saturday 18th March 2000, John Chapman gave a Millennium Lecture entitled 'Th  
History of St Mary's Church' to a full hall.  

John posed the four questions most frequently asked about our Parish Church.  

How old is the building?  
When did Christianity come to Purley?  
Why is St. Mary's Church built where it is?  
Has St Mary the Virgin always been the Patron Saint ofPurley Parish Church.  

In answer to the first question, John likened it to the axe used by George Washington whir  
is now described as the same axe, although it has had two new blades and three ne  
handles. St Mary's Church building is as old as the oldest parts and as new as the newe  
parts. It is unlikely we will ever know when Purley acquired its first church buildings but  
seems to have been well before the founding of Reading Abbey in 1121. One of tJ  
Abbey's founding revenues was a pension of2s p.a. paid by Purley to St Mary's Butts.  
 

 
The Church of Sf. Mary the Virgin, Purley, circa 1790  

In 1125, Henry 1 ordered that it be paid to the Abbot of Reading, and at that time  
church at Purley was described as ancient. In the mid 12th century a stone church in  
Norman style was built at Purley and there remains today the Chancel Arch from f  
building together with a font, the style of which can be closely dated to around 1150.  
isn't known to whom the original church was dedicated, but it was around the time of 1  

rebuilding that dedications to The Virgin Mary became very fashionable, as will be reali  
from the many Churches in the Reading area that are dedicated to St Mary the Virgin.  
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It is believed that at the time of the 12th century rebuilding Purley church was also  
rededicated to St Mary.  

In AD 635, Birinus was sent to Wessex and was given by King Cynegils, whom Birinus had  
converted to Christianity, a site in Dorchester on Thames as the seat of his See. Birinus  
was not a great writer in the mould of St. Augustine, and consequently little is known about  
him, although for many years he tramped across the downs preaching and founding  
churches  

The area around Purley in times past was very marshy, pockets of which are still visible  
today. However the ancients were very skilled in finding suitable ground to build on. The  
original church was built on a rise in the ground and although this is not so evident today,  
pictures from the air still indicate that the Church stands on higher ground than the  
neighbouring houses.  

Illustrated by slides, John highlighted features of the Church, explaining how over many  
years and various rebuilding programmes windows and arches had been moved and re-  
installed. He explained the Victorian symbolism contained in the coloured east window  
depicting Christ crucified. The architect in charge of the Victorian rebuilding was G.E  
Street, the diocesan architect. His stamp can be found in all the works in which he was  
involved. The consistent pattern of trefoil, quatrefoil and cinquefoil lights surmounted on  
the main windows and the echoing pattern of the windows carved on the pulpit, are all  
typical of Street's work. The north aisle, which he added, created problems from the outset  
as the roof was built at the wrong angle to allow the rainwater to run off. The joint to the  
main wall was not watertight, and the water damage to the inside wall was a perpetual  
problem. This problematic aisle was demolished to make way for the latest addition to the  
church. The multipurpose hall, with its beautiful timber roof lends itself to the many and  
varied activities that take place.  

Of necessity, John was able to cover only a fraction of the vast store of knowledge that he  
and Project Purley members have accumulated about St Mary's, and this article can only  
highlight a little of John's lecture, but those present went away seeing many of the features  
of the church building, with a new eye.  

John's booklet titled 'A History of the Parish Church of Saint Mary the Virgin Purley on  
Thames', is available if you would like to know more.  

Rita Denman  
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The History of Purley Hall  

 

 

 
On Saturday 20th May Ben Viljoen gave the third in the series of Millennium Lecture  
The subject was Purley Hall. In the 1400' s the ancient manors of Purley were held by tJ  
Carew family. Nicholas Carew died childless and the manorial holdings were divide  
between his sisters. The area around where Purley Hall now stands passed to his sist  
E1izabeth and was then known as the manor of Purley La Hyde. La Hyde descend-  
through various branches of the family until in 1609 Francis Hyde built the present hou  
which became known as Hyde Hall. We know that the west front most resembles tl  
house that was built by Francis Hyde in 1609. The bay windows with their stone mullio  
date back to the original house. Purley Hall has been described as a typical Jacobe;  
house. It is inevitable that a house of this age should gather many legends some partly tn  
and some wholly fictitious. One such was that the Hydes of Hyde Hall were closely relan  
to Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon. What the owners of any stately home crave is a ro)  
connection. Anne Hyde, daughter of the Earl of Clarendon married James II and we a  
told in one account that their daughters, Mary and Anne, the future Queens of Englan  
played in the grounds of Hyde Hall. Sadly this is not so, as the research of members  
Project Purley have shown.   

 
This 18th Century painting shows Warren Hastings  
with the animals of his Indian Zoo around him  

Two generations after Francis Hyde built the house the family was heavily in debt and .  
property was heavily mortgaged. This may have been due to the fact that the farr  
remained Catholic during the period of the Protestant ascendancy and their fortunes w  
ebbing away. Francis Hyde the grandson of the man who built the house was looking  
someone to take over the property. The man who began to take an interest in acquir  
Purley La Hyde and Hyde Hall was a certain Francis Hawes. Born in 1679 he beca  
Clerk to the Treasurer of the Navy and shortly afterwards was promoted to the position  
Cashier of the Navy.  
8  



He worked as cashier under various Treasurers including from 1715 - 1718 a certain John  
Aislabie and a close bond sprang up between these two men. Soon Francis Hawes was  
again promoted to become Receiver General of Custom while John Aislabie became  
Chancellor of the Exchequer. This was the time of enormous speculation in all sorts of  
ventures including the South Seas Company founded in 1711, one of whose Directors was  
Francis Hawes. The valuation for the South Seas Company, precisely like the present day  
dot.com companies was based not on past performance but entirely on a assessment of  
future worth. Francis Hawes acquired shares and sold them at a handsome profit There is  
evidence that at this time, Hawes was renting the property. His brother Thomas, as cashier  
to the Navy was also involved in dubious dealings with shares, using Naval money to buy,  
pocket the profit and then returning the original sum back to the Navy. Francis Hawes  
decided to purchase the property, and during this period of family affluence undertook  
modernisation and improvements to the house. As part of this programme, the house was  
completely re-orientated. A stable block was added, topped by a clock, the grounds were  
landscaped and statues added. Unfortunately Mr Hawes luck was about to run out. When  
the South Sea Bubble burst a great deal of money was lost and there was a hue and cry to  
find someone to blame. Aislabie was arrested, put into the Tower and then exiled to his  
estates in Yorkshire where he developed the beautiful garden of Studley Royal. All the  
Directors of the South Seas Company were declared bankrupt. Brother Thomas,  
eventually came to Francis aid, and purchased the property permitting Francis to run it as  
his own. In 1753, the very generous Thomas made the property over completely to his  
brother Francis.  

In 1777 what was by this time known as Purley Hall was purchased by the Rev Dr Henry  
Wilder of SuI ham. The Wilders trace their links with Sulham back to 1497. They still hold  
the record of supplying the longest continuous run of Rectors in the Church of England.  
The Wilders initially leased the property to various tenants the most famous being Warren  
Hastings the former Governor General oflndia. The fashion at the time was to keep exotic  
animals, and Warren Hastings had his own menagerie including a poor yak, who being used  
to a much higher altitude, was slowly suffocating to death. Over the years Purley Hall was  
altered this way and that, in the process losing a storey when the roof was replaced. The  
gardens were altered and then restored.  

In 1961, the Wilder family put Purley Hall onto the market, and since then successive  
owners have played their part in its restoration. Ben Viljoen's meticulous research has  
revealed many facets of the history of Purley Hall and he has also brought to light some  
fascinating and hitherto unseen documents. Accompanied by slides of paintings and  
photographs of Purley La Hyde! Purley Hall through the ages, this was an evening that was  
enjoyed by an enthusiastic audience.  

Rita Denman.  
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REPORT ON THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  

The Annual General Meeting took place at St.Mary's Church, Purley on Thanu  
at 7 p.m. on Saturday, the 18th March 2000.  

In his report, the Chairman, Ben Viljoen, said that 1999 was characterised by c  
interesting series of talks and very hard work preparing for the year 2000. Durin  
the year members had walked the northern boundary of our parish and gone dow  
river to visit the River and Rowing Museum at Henley. In the summer \\  
enjoyed a barbecue at the Mimosas and, in December, our Christmas party toe  
place at The Gatehouse. The Chairman thanked Rita and Ron Denman and Ric  
Jones respectively for hosting these two events. The Chairman also thanked tl  
Executive Committee for planning the Millennium events, Rita Hine for arrangin  
the Meetings and Millie Bordiss and Ron Denman for producing the Newsletter.  

The Chairman informed members of the Society's success in obtaining a lotter  
grant and said this would enable the Society to put on a more lavish production (  
the Court Baron and to be able to purchase the necessary spot lighting, material 1  
cover the stands, etc. for the exhibitions and lectures. In addition, we would t  
able to pay the commercial rate for the hire of the Barn and the Church and ru  
have to rely on the generosity of the Parish Council and the Church.  

The Treasurer, Henry Bordiss, presented the Society's accounts for the year ende  
31 st December 1999 and confmned the Society's financial position continues 1  

be satisfactory, with a surplus which is partly due to the sales of the tea-towe  
and copies of the Wilder family tree. The Committee had recommended that th  
subscription should remain at £4. Mrs.Anne Honeyman has agreed to continr  
as the Society's auditor and thanks went to her and also to Ron Denman fc  
producing the computer print-outs.  

Henry Bordiss confirmed that he had completed five years as Treasurer an  
wished to step down from the Committee. James Heslop also expressed his wis  
to leave the Committee. Tom Hine had been nominated to take over as tt  
Society's Treasurer and was duly elected. All the other officers and members (  
the Committee were eligible to continue for another year and were re-elected e  
bloc.  

Ann Betts - Secretary  
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PROJECT PURLEY MILLENNIUM GRANT  

Towards the end of 1999 Pat Deane suggested that we should apply for a  
Millennium Grant to help fund our Millennium celebrations and to exhibit and  
preserve the exhibition material that we have assembled over the years. John  
Chapman and I completed the necessary documentation and we submitted our  
application on 3rd December 1999.  

On l " March 2000 we were informed that the Millennium Festival Awards for All  
Committee had awarded a grant for £3,611 from the Heritage Lottery Fund.  

In summary our application was as follows:-  
 

Historical Exhibition  

Art Exhibition  
Lectures  

Court Baron  

Parish Perambulation  
Pamphlets  
Publicity & Administration  

Total  

 

Display Islands  £512  
Lighting  
Display Material  
Hire of Venue  
Hire of Venue  
Preparation of Slides  
Hire of Venue  
Hire of Costumes & Props  
Hire of Venue  

 

£705  
£572  
£720  
£90  
£140  
£144  
£290  
£ 54  

£ 75  
£309  

 
 

 
Several constraints have been placed on the expenditure of the grant, the main ones  
being--  

a. that the money must be used exclusively for the purposes set out in the  
original application form  

b. that none of the expenditure may be incurred prior to the date that the grant  
was awarded  

c. that all expenditure must have been made or committed by the end of August,  
2000  

 
Ben Viljoen - Chairman  
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"BLOWlNG IN THE WIND"  

This article all began on unearthing part of an old mill stone when  
digging in my garden in April 1998 at Westbury Lane.  

My curiosity roused I visited the Berkshire Record Office andafter  
some delving found that there once stood «LIRP ALOOF"  
Windmill where "Oakley Cottage" now stands. She was erected  
in the late1790's by Mr LIRP. The mill took the name ALOOF  
because of her high position, and commenced milling the  
following April. (All windmills as like ships are referred to in the  
feminine gender).  

She was a tall mill, necessarily so to catch to catch the wind in her  
sails when the prevailing wind blew from over Beech  
Road/Sulham direction.  

Grain was brought to the mill both locally and by barges mooring  
on the Thames just below Scraces and Westbury farms. Thence  
up Westbury Lane by horse and cart. Brunei was approached by  
a later miller, Mr Avril, with the idea of building a 'halt' for  
commercial use only, near Westbury Lane bridge, conveniently  
just where the cutting becomes an embankment. The idea was  
rejected for one reason or another. (One opinion was that  
labourers from the fields and farms might use the 'stop' as a  
convenient means of transport to local hostelries during the  
working day.  

The last miller, a Mr FOOPS was inside the mill when a gale blew  
up severely damaging the mill, (11411844) rendering her beyond  
repair. She was pulled down the following April by local  
millwright Mr E Koj.  

Tom Hine  
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MEMORIES OF THE OLD DAYS IN PURLEY  

Over the years many interesting interviews have been held with people  
talking about the Purley of bygone days. These were recorded on tape,  
and subsequently many have been transcribed by members. We have  
heard some extracts from various tapes at different times. Here are some  
of the memories of the late Mr Andrew Findlay which were recorded on  
20th January 1988.  

Mr Findlay first rented. No. 5 Menpes Cottages, Long Lane , in 1940 for  
lOs/- per week including rates. He later bought the property and  
 remained there until well into the 1990' s.  Here in this extract he talks -  
briefly about the bus service, before talking about Long Lane.  

"It was called Thames Valley in those days, then it was amalgamated with Alder District  
and they calIed them Alder Valley. The bus stop was at the bottom of Long Lane, and in  
the days I'm talking about it was known as the Forge. It was where the forge was and  
there was brickwork, an old brick and timber building above the surface. If you walked  
down that side in the dark you were quite likely to come a cropper, because there was no  
street lighting or anything like that. Long Lane was a lane. I've always had a vehicle  
myself - company cars, minibuses, one thing and another. If you met anything in the  
lane it was always somebody who knew the lane as well as I did. We used to put up our  
hands, and one of us would have to go back to the nearest gateway to pass.  

There were no houses you see, there was none of this estate here and no Highfield estate.  
The entrance to Orchard Close was simply a cart track that led into the nurseries -  
Menpes nurseries at first, then it became O.A.K. nurseries when they took over. The  
house on the comer on the left hand side as you go into Orchard Close was known as 1  
Menpes Cottages because it was there as an extra house, and on the other side is that  
bungalow. That was the estate office. From there until you got to our cottages there  
was nothing but hedges. There was one gate leading in there because that was where our  
eight cottages had allotments.  

I'll come to the other side of the lane now. There was nothing from the forge until you  
come to where the school is now, and that was where the South Berks Hunt had their  
kennels. Now then, to give you an idea what Long Lane was like, twice a day a man by  
the name of Clark (he was chief whip of the S. Berks), he used to bring the pack of  
hounds up for exercise. He would be on horseback. Imagine what would happen today!  
When we came, we got to know Clark, he was a likeable man. My wife said to him one  
day "Your hounds were howling last night. What was the matter with them?" He said  
"You come from the country don't you?" "Yes, we come from the wilds of Dorset."  
"Well" he said "surely you know the difference between hounds howling and them  
singing. They were singing last night". "I didn't recognise the tune" she said.  13  



Further along there were just fields. My daughter, she would be about nine or ten ye  
old then, and my next door neighbour in the cottage there, she had a daughter about  
same age give or take a year or two, Mr and Mrs Cannon. They had two daughters (  
it was always a great treat for those four girls to get together at six o'clock on a Sunr  
morning in summer, and go across those fields picking mushrooms. They used to co  
back with basketfuls. And then they put up Denefield School, that's only in the last .  
years or so - quite a good school I understand.  

Now we are nearly up to the end of Long Lane, except that it was very narrow in pia  
with very high hedges. The thing I most miss about Long Lane, because I'm a gf  
nature lover, is that we could go out into our garden of a summer's evening in May  
the first week in June, and we could hear nightingales singing in the hedge at the ba  
It's a thick hedge and you woul hear four, five or six of them. You would see the la  
 in the daytime  They had their nests out there end they would sing as they went  
There were goldfinches, and partridges running up and down the lane, and pheasai  
All that until this modern method of pest control. But they are all gone.  

We used to get rabbits, and on more than one occasion I have shot one in the gard  
when I had a gun. There were young children in the cottages then. Because when oi  
cottages were built they built up the first pair, and ours, which were the second p  
were left out. The first and third pairs were put up pre-1914. Our block was put ul  
1921, and the reason our block was left out was because there is a lovely sandpit at  
bottom of our garden that they used to draw all the sand from to build the houses. Wl  
they had built them they dumped all the topsoil down there. I've got all the topsoil in  
garden. I can't go far down when I dig my garden, and I can never grow parsnips  
carrots because they grow that long, never any thicker than my finger.  

And in the gravel pit we menfolk got together and made a little cricket pitch, and  
mums and dads and kids would have some lovely evenings out there. It was a fam  
There was no television you see."  

This is only a brief extract from the conversation with Mr Findlay, b  
feel it conveys to us the tranquil days of old in Long Lane.  

Edit
<  
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d. 

Purley Hall in the 1960's. Comparison with the paint ing on  
page 8 shows that the stable block has been demolished  
and that the house has los t its top storey  
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